**IMPORTANT** Your **SSN** and **Date of Birth** must be entered into Workday for proper reporting to TRS. If not, TRS will not be able to post contributions to your account.

Please answer the following TRS Onboarding questions as follows:

**Are you currently being deducted for Teacher Retirement System from another Texas State institution or school district?**

If you are currently employed with an ISD or another Texas State University and contributing to TRS while employed there, then your answer is **YES**.

If you are no longer working for the ISD or another Texas State University but you worked 4.5 months or 90 days in the current fiscal year (September to August) and contributed to TRS while employed there, then your answer is **YES**.

**Have you participated in Teachers Retirement System (TRS) in the past?**

If you participated in TRS and then withdrew your money from your TRS account and closed the account, the answer is **NO**.

If you participated in TRS at another reporting entity and your account is in good standing, meaning you never withdrew your funds from TRS, then your answer is **YES**.

**Are you enrolled in TRSCare Health insurance and plan to continue this coverage while working for the A&M System?**

If you are not a working retiree returning to work for TAMU, the answer is **NO**.

If you are a working retiree returning to work for TAMU, the answer is **YES**.